The acute effect on levels of catecholamines and metabolites in brain, of a single dose of MPTP in 8 strains of mice.
The neurotoxic agent MPTP produces profound and sustained changes in the biochemistry of the brain in mice after a single dose of 20 mg/kg. Acute neurochemical changes have been examined in detail in 8 strains of mice. Coloured mice were more intoxicated than white mice when treated with MPTP: white mice were little affected behaviourally by a dose that could kill a sensitive coloured strain. Although changes in levels of dopamine were a good indication of the effect of treatment--particularly in the dopaminergic areas, the best discriminator between strains was changes in the levels of adrenaline and noradrenaline. Changes in levels of dopamine, which generally decreased in coloured mice, were not good indicators of toxicity. The changes in levels of adrenaline and noradrenaline discriminated better between strains: they were usually decreased in coloured mice but could substantially increase in white strains, particularly in certain areas of the brain. This study showed that there is a very considerable genetic component to the acute toxicity of MPTP within a single species. Even very closely related mice reacted quite differently to the effect. Also, it showed that white mice, in particular those from the commonly used BALB/c strain, are a poor model for any study of the toxicity of MPTP.